
IT Asset Disposition

CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY
Serialized asset tracking  
available from pickup  
through final disposition.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Best-in-class technology  
for visibility anywhere in  
the world

PROCESSING CENTERS
TAPA FSR-Class A certified  
facilities with extensive  
security measures.

COMPLIANCE
Data destruction and e-waste 
services in compliance with  
local, regional and federal laws.

CERTIFICATIONS
Ingram Micro ITAD processing 
facilities adhere to data security, 
environmental responsibility, and 
quality, health and safety processes 
as defined by industry standards 
including e-Stewards, ISO 9001,  
ISO 14001, ISO 18001 and ISO 
27001. Additional certifications 
vary by country. Contact 
your representative for more 
information.

Secure ITAD SolutionsMaking IT More Secure 
Partnering with Ingram Micro, DasNet offers a complete IT Asset Disposition (ITAD) solution 
through a single source. We specialize in environmentally responsible recycling and reuse 
of retired IT equipment. Our strict chain-of-custody ensures the security required to manage 
risk and our industry expertise provides maximum fair market value payout. We can manage 
all ITAD requirements including logistics, de-installation and removal, packing, receiving, 
processing, data erasure and destruction, aftermarket services and responsible recycling.  
 
Data Erasure and Destruction 
Onsite and offsite degaussing, erasure, and physical shredding services coupled with an 
industry-leading chain-of-custody process mitigate the risks of a data security breach. 
 
De-Installation and Asset Removal 
Onsite service technicians perform hardware de-installations and onsite serialized audits 
in the office and the data center.  
 
Logistics 
Most pickups in the US are completed with Ingram Micro employees and exclusive-use  
trucks. Onsite services include packaging and palletizing assets to prepare them for  
shipment 
 
Asset Processing 
At our ITAD processing center, each asset is audited and tracked throughout the  
disposition process.  
 
Responsible Recycling 
As a certified e-Stewards Electronics recycler, Ingram Micro adheres to stringent recycling  
requirements of electronic waste and ensure we are compliant with local, state and  
federal regulations 
 
About DasNet Corporation 
DasNet is a systems engineering firm, headquartered on Long Island, New York, which 
specializes in the design and engineering, program/project management, integration, instal-
lation, testing and commissioning, documentation, analysis, and sustainment services 
within various IT and infrastructure technology and telecom disciplines.  DasNet is a Veteran 
Owned, Minority Business Enterprise (MBE), an equal opportunity employer, and remains 
committed to mentorship and equal opportunity programs (MWBEs & SDVOBs).  
 
About Ingram Micro ITAD 
Ingram Micro provides a full range of IT Asset Disposition and Lifecycle Services,  
offering a comprehensive solution for all your ITAD needs. Ingram Micro ITAD specializes  
in the environmentally responsible recycling and reuse of retired electronic equipment,  
with core business processes in risk management, logistics, asset management, asset  
repair and refurbishment, data destruction, remarketing and recycling. 

Learn more about our ITAD offerings

dasnetcorp.com 
david.salley@dasnetcorp.com

Protecting Data, the Environment and 
Corporate Brands


